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Maritime cyber security

Main messages:
• The scope of what it means to be seaworthy in this new age is constantly 

evolving
• Maritime security is increasingly becoming dependent on cyber security, and 

the ability of states to protect their maritime assets and critical infrastructure 
against cyber-attacks

• Around 80% of South Africa’s trade is seaborne. For all intends and purposes, SA 
can be seen as an island. We are dependent on well-functioning maritime 
infrastructure, which needs to be protected, including from cyber threats
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Digitalisation in the maritime sector

Ports

• Paperless port 
system

• IoT Smart Port
• Automated 

Container 
Terminals

• Blockchain 
technology

• AI cargo handling 
process

Ships

• Electronic Chart 
Display and 
Information 
System (ECDIS)

• Global Maritime 
Distress and Safety 
System (GMDSS)

• Global Positioning 
System (GPS)

• Remote engine 
and cargo control

Offshore Oil and Gas

• Dynamic 
positioning 
systems

• Oil pumps
• Sensors
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Digitalisation in the maritime sector

• Qingdao Automatic Port (China)

• Port of Busan (South Korea) – blockchain technology
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Maritime cyber security

• New technologies expose the maritime sector to new cyber security risks and 
vulnerabilities

• Currently, only around 53 of global container terminals are automated (4% 
capacity), but it is an upward trend. Maritime sector is a latecomer to the 
digitalisation trend

• In 2020 alone, there was an alleged 400% increase in the number of incidents 
targeting the maritime sector around the world

• We do not know the real scope of the problem
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Types of maritime cyber security incident

IHS Markit, Fairplay and BIMCO Maritime Cyber Security survey, 2018
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Maritime sector

Source: Abdul-Hakeem Ajijola
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Cyber “Threat” Space is and consists of challenges posed by Disgruntled Employees; Compromised Webpages; Unpatched Vulnerabilities; Elections Interference; Malware; Single Point of Failure (infrastructure and organisations); Non-State Actors in Cyberspace; Third Parties (Vendors, Contractors, Partners); Insecure Network points (Customers); Uncontrolled Digital Currencies, single points of failure (infrastructure and organisations) and geo-political threats as found in the maritime sector.
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Maersk cyber attack (2017)

• NotPetya was a state-sponsored cyber attack in Ukraine, deliberately designed 
to destroy the ability to access or process data, but disguised as ransomware. 
Although Ukraine was the target of the attack, NotPetya was so virulent it 
rapidly spread affecting 1000s of companies.

• It took Maersk more than 90 days to recover from the attack
• Estimated US $350 million in damages due to the attack

• Lesson 1: Cyber environment is interconnected

• Lesson 2: Cyber environment is defined by insecurity
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Other notable examples

• Port of Antwerp, Belgium (2011-2013)
o Drug trafficking

• The Port of San Diego (2018)
o Ransomware attack

• Shahid Rajaee attack, Iran (2020)
o Cyber warfare
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Way forward

• Africa is in a privileged position

• Risk assessment in maritime industries

• A whole-of-government approach and getting cyber experts on board as part 
of the process

• Cooperation between private and public sector
o Information and coordination centers 
o National Maritime Cyber Security strategy
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Maritime Cyber in National 
Risk and Resilience
Noëlle van der Waag-Cowling SIGLA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourselfOutline the structure of the lectureI will be starting by introducing what I see as the broader security landscape and global risk displacement relating to modern societies to create contextAfter which I am going to drill down to focus on digital and hybrid threats and the challenge which these pose to societal stability



Threats to Societal Security Post 2020

• An era of increasing geopolitical tension and 
polarization

• Accelerating climate change and habitat destruction
• Possible start to an age of pandemics
• The growth of emerging and asymmetric threats made 

possible by technological innovation
• Proliferation of threat actors both state and non state
• Increasing risk of strategic miscalculation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There was hope after the cold warThe climate has changed and we see increasing great power competition and a resumption of the arms race – this time its different – hypersonics, aws, quantum computing and nuclear adaptionsAsymmetric threats – all threat actors have access to a range of technologies which can be weaponized – challenging the primacy of the stateWe don’t know where we are going with AWS, AI and Robotics – We actually don’t know where we care going with these new intelligent weaponized technologies



Is the contemporary security landscape different?

The Global Interconnectedness 
of threats and threat actors

The convergence of physical 
and digital threats in modern 
societies

The disruptive, destabilizing and 
persistent nature of hybrid 
threats to societies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 A specific feature going forward I believe is the convergence of threats and the convergence of riskWhat do we mean when we talk about convergence? We mean that increasingly there is no longer anything separating the digital world from the physical world as they have become intertwined.By acting in one space we can exercise effect in the other space.2 The changing threat landscape means that our notions of what constitute conflict and peace need to change, and so do our responses. Increasingly we live in an age of persistent geopolitical and geostrategic competition . But the threats do not always fit into our perceptions of what state level conflict looks like. Essentially the prevailing adversarial activities today have been labelled “war by other means” – or as the Russian Chief of Staff General Gerasimov says – “The very ‘rules of war’ have changed. The role of nonmilitary means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness”https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/09/05/gerasimov-doctrine-russia-foreign-policy-215538/but we will come back to this in detail a bit further on.



The convergence of physical and digital threats in 
modern societies

• This was inevitable as our physical and digital 
worlds merge

• A growing problem as digital technologies are 
increasingly interlinked with operational 
technologies and industrial control systems

• Further compounded by digital power 
concentration

• Defined by humankind’s ability to weaponize 
almost anything

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1.Merged because may of our day to day activities and processes are digitally driven2. Our digital processes in turn havily dependent on the infrastructure which underpins them such as subsea cables and satellite and gps techWhat is digital power concentration?2. What do I mean by weaponize anything?



Digital Threats in an age of 
Insecurity
• South Africa’s maritime sector has a high degree of 

cyber dependency
• Cyber operations are used to disrupt and degrade 

operational environments
• On a national level the danger lies in the accumulation 

of cyber risk
• Its important to note that cyber and information 

operations are frequently used to augment other 
threat vectors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prof Greg Austin, Australia refers to the proposition of “Cyber Blitzkrieg”It is also in the cumulative effect of multiple and ongoing cyber operations that the potential for miscalculation exists



Interconnectedness means contagion

• South Africa has  extremely high 
concentrations of risk as well as 
massive single points of failure

• Many elements of NCI completely 
controlled by Private Sector/SOEs

• Inadequate state cyber capabilities and 
response result in the ‘privatisation of 
national security risk’ phenomenon

• The intersection of cyber security, 
maritime security, energy, supply chain 
and food security



What do we need?

• Accurate real time awareness of our Maritime IT Estate
• Multi-Stakeholder Approach
• Operational Maritime CSIRT
• Capacity Building
• International Standards Implementation
(NIST/ISO/IMO)

• Business case/Security case
• Transition from a reactive national posture to
a stable, anticipatory approach(Defend Forward)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NCIMassive Single Points of FailureTim Maurer and Arthur Nelson refer to Systemic Cyber Attacks. These are attacks which pose systemic risk to essential functions and are devastating and prolonged causing secondary cascading effects eg the financial system, energy or waterIn this instance states need to appraise potential targets and specifically to understand where they have high concentrations of riskSupply Chain Disruption1. Do you recall the evergreen getting stuck? Supply chains a we are discovering a brittle and sensitive, possibly owing to the prevalence of choke points and it doesn’t take much to upend them.2. Ensuring that goods cannot move causing food, energy and medical security issues – it also usually ends up with people being angry with the sitting governmentEconomicThreats to confidence in banking and payment systems – most countries operate off something called a national payments system which aligns with their national reserve bank.Economic lossGovernance and Democracy1 Democratic Processes2. Undermining of government3. Find the schisms in societies and exploiting them, threatening societal cohesion



IDENTIFY
PROTECT
DETECT

RESPOND
RECOVER
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